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Cloud Native Architectures: Design high-availability and cost-effective applications for the cloudPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn and understand the need to architect cloud applications and migrate your business to cloud efficiently

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand the core design elements required to build scalable systems
	
			Plan resources and technology stacks effectively for high security and fault...
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Customizing and Upgrading LinuxJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A fast-paced guide to customizing and performing upgrades to Linux on a network
In order to fulfill Linux’s promise of delivering speed, efficiency, and reliability to a network, you must be able to properly customize and perform upgrades on this operating system. Updated to reflect all the recent changes to the core Linux kernel up...
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Nagios: System and Network MonitoringNo Starch Press, 2008

	Good system administrators recognize problems long before anyone asks, "Hey, is the Internet down?" Nagios, an open source system and network monitoring tool, has emerged as the most popular solution for sys admins in organizations of all sizes. It's robust but also complex, and Nagios: System and Network Monitoring, 2nd...
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Migrating to the Solaris Operating System : The Discipline of UNIX-to-UNIX MigrationsPrentice Hall, 2003
This book presents an established methodology for transitioning the people, processes, and technologies in IT environments to the Solaris(TM) Operating System. It steps you through the various phases of the migration process, using detailed case studies to illustrate the benefits, costs, and requirements associated with a migration project. While...
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ADSL Standards, Implementation, and Architecture (Advanced and Emerging Communications Technologies Series)CRC Press, 1999
With its promise of high speed Internet access, Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) techniques are now making their way out of the laboratory and into the general consumer market. This creates the need for telecommunications professionals to have not just an awareness of the technology, but an in-depth understanding of its workings, its...
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LTE, LTE-Advanced and WiMAX: Towards IMT-Advanced NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A concise introduction to IMT-Advanced Systems, including LTE-Advanced and WiMAX


	There exists a strong demand for fully extending emerging Internet services, including collaborative applications and social networking, to the mobile and wireless domain. Delivering such services can be possible only through realizing broadband...
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Pro SQL Database for Windows Azure: SQL Server in the CloudApress, 2012

	Pro SQL Database for Windows Azure, 2nd Edition shows how to create enterprise-level database deployments without the usual investment in datacenter and other infrastructure. Take advantage instead of Microsoft’s worldwide backbone for cloud computing that delivers all the power of SQL Server in the form of the cloud-based...
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Global IPv6 Strategies: From Business Analysis to Operational Planning (Network Business)Cisco Press, 2008
Every year, organizations rely on Internet applications and services more deeply–and every year, Internet infrastructure grows more powerful and complex. As the limitations of traditional IPv4 addressing become increasingly apparent, many decision makers recognize that a transition to IPv6 is needed far sooner than anticipated. Global...
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Migrating to Swift from Flash and ActionScriptApress, 2016

	Build on your knowledge of ActionScript to take the fast track developing iOS apps with Apple’s latest language, Swift. Swift’s syntax is easier to understand than Objective-C for people already familiar with ActionScript. At the same time it offers a number of new features and richer expressiveness than both ActionScript and...
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Microsoft .NET and J2EE Interoperability ToolkitMicrosoft Press, 2003
Discover how to build applications that run on both the Microsoft .NET Framework and Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE)—and extend your customer reach and system shelf life. Whether your background is in .NET or J2EE, you’ll learn to implement many of the interoperability technologies available today, including Microsoft, Sun, and...
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COM and .NET Component ServicesO'Reilly, 2001
Aimed at the more experienced developer or Windows administrator responsible for deployment, COM and .NET Component Services provides an expert guide to getting the most out of COM+ services on the Windows 2000/XP platform, including material on the new .NET platform. This guide will help you create state-of-the-art, scalable Windows...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Microsoft® Dynamics CRM 4.0 Unleashed presents start-to-finish guidance for planning, customizing, deploying, integrating, and managing Dynamics CRM in your unique business and technical environment. Authored by two leading Microsoft Dynamics implementers, this book systematically explains how the system...
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